Unit of Functional Neurosurgery  
PROGRESS REPORT (14 October 2008)

The Unit of Functional Neurosurgery is based in the Sobell Department of Motor Neurosciences and Movement Disorders at the Institute of Neurology (IoN), Queen Square. The Unit was established in October 2002 when Professor Marwan Hariz was appointed to the first established University Chair of Functional Neurosurgery (The Edmond J. Safra Chair); Professor Hariz was also appointed Honorary Consultant Neurosurgeon at the National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery (NHNN). The Unit of Functional Neurosurgery was established through the generous support of The Parkinson’s Appeal, led by Mrs Lyn Rothman. The Unit is dedicated to the treatment of patients with Parkinson’s disease and other movement and brain disorders using the technique of Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS), a new technique for correcting abnormal function in brain circuits that control movement.

The mission of the Unit is both to provide first-rate treatment for patients with Parkinson’s Disease and other movement disorders, and to lead extensive research aimed at understanding, improving and extending the use of DBS treatment. This research is carried out at the Institute of Neurology.

Clinical Activity in the Unit
By September 2008, a total of 166 patients have been treated with DBS in the Unit, including patients with Parkinson’s disease, dystonia, essential tremor, post traumatic tremor, deafferentation pain, and Tourette’s syndrome. 38 patients have been part of the MRC PD Surgery Trial. The success rate of the Unit remains very good, and the safety of the procedures has been excellent with neither brain haemorrhage nor paralysis occurring in any patient.

Current Staff of the Unit

Ordinary "permanent" staff
Professor Marwan Hariz (Edmond J. Safra Chair of Functional Neurosurgery)  
Dr Patricia Limousin (Consultant Neurologist and Reader)  
Professor Marjan Jahanshahi (Consultant Neuropsychologist)  
Mr Ludvic Zrinzo (Consultant Neurosurgeon and Senior Clinical Researcher)  
Dr Thomas Foltynie (Clinical Senior Lecturer and Honorary Consultant neurologist)  
Ms Elina Tripoliti (Speech Therapist, Research Fellow)  
Mr Joseph Candelario (Movement Disorder Specialist Nurse)  
Ms Linda Taib (PA to Professor Hariz and Secretary to the Unit)  
Ms Karen Baylis (PA and secretary to Drs Foltynie, Limousin and Zrinzo)  

Additional staff
Dr Irene Martinez-Torres (Honorary Consultant Neurologist, clinical research fellow)  
Dr. Diana Ruge (neurologist, research fellow and hon clin assistant)  
Ms Freja Hickey (speech therapist and research assistant)  
Dr Leonora Wilkinson (Psychologist, Postdoctoral Research Fellow)  
Dr Harry Griffin (Psychologist, Post-doctoral Research Fellow)  
Mr Ignacio Obeso (Psychologist, PhD student with Prof Jahanshahi)  
Mr Mazda Beigi (Psychologist, PhD student with Prof Jahanshahi jointly with Dr Parton at Brunel)
Staff Changes in the Unit
Ms P Forsdick (PA to Professor Hariz) retired in September 2007. She has been replaced by Ms Linda Taib since 1st January 2008
Ms E Borrell (Specialist Movement Disorder Nurse) has taken a year’s sabbatical from 1st November 2007, she has been replaced by Mr Joseph Candelario from 1st December 2007
Dr Steve Tisch (Neurologist) has left the unit in December 2007 to take up a post in Sydney
Dr Thomas Foltynie has been appointed Clinical Senior Lecturer and Honorary Consultant neurologist on 1st May 2008
Ms Karen Bayliss was appointed on September First 2008 to the new post of PA and secretary to Mr Zrinzo, Dr. Limousin and Dr Foltynie PDL.

Long-term support for the Unit
Both the Monument Trust and Edmond J Safra Philanthropic Foundation have agreed to extend their financial support for the Unit into the next five-year period of the Unit (2007-2012).

"Meeting of Minds" Art Auction
A very successful art auction “Meeting of Minds” was organised by the Parkinson’s Appeal on the 16th October 2007 in support of the Unit. This was hosted by Christie’s who auctioned works especially donated to the Appeal by numerous contemporary British artists, including Damien Hirst and Tracey Emin (who attended the auction). With over 500 invited guests in attendance (including HRH Princess Michael of Kent and the UCL Provost, Malcolm Grant), the auction raised £460,000. This is a truly remarkable outcome.
Lyn Rothman, Chair of the Appeal and Fergus Henderson, owner and chef of St John’s Restaurant (who is a successful beneficiary of DBS in the Unit) were the key organizers of this highly successful event. Guests were hosted very generously after the Christie’s auction at St John’s. We are extremely grateful to Lyn Rothman and her organizing committee. The funds raised will be used immediately to provide further neurological staff support for the Unit and its ever-increasing community of treated patients (see below).

DBS Support Group
The DBS support group had a very successful first meeting on the 25th September 2007 organised by Professor Jahanshahi and Ms Ellie Borrell. A full amphitheatre of operated patients and their relatives as well as a few patients at the stage of being assessed for DBS attended some lectures on topics related to the Unit, to DBS, and coping with chronic illness. Afterwards refreshments were served which allowed patients to meet and talk between themselves, as well as have informal discussions with members of the Unit. Patients were very pleased with the event. We will explore the possibility of organizing another one-day event next year. In the interim, to try and facilitate communication between patients; an MSN group page has been created on the web. Membership of the Group is open to any patient who has been operated in the Unit of Functional Neurosurgery. Patients considering the possibility of DBS in the Unit can also be put in contact with patients who have already been treated.

Website
The Parkinson’s Appeal website is completely up-to-date. Please visit it at http://www.parkinsonsappeal.com/
International Meetings hosted by the Unit
Two international meetings were hosted by the Unit in 2007.

On February 8th and 9th 2007, the Unit hosted its second major international meeting “Functional Neurosurgery for Movement Disorders and Mental Illness” that was attended by over 230 delegates.

On July 2nd and 3rd 2007, Elina Tripoliti, Speech Therapist and PhD student in the Unit organised the first ever workshop on “Speech disorders and deep brain stimulation” attended by 26 international speakers and an audience of over 80 (65 international) with an interest in speech and movement disorders. It is expected that this group will now meet every two years.

Meeting 2008 – Tuesday 1st July 2008
The Fourth International Symposium on Neuroacanthocytosis was held jointly, this year, between Queen Square and Oxford University. During the Symposium, the Unit of Functional Neurosurgery held a forum.

A new home for the Unit: Clinical Neuroscience Centre, 33 Queen Square
In October 2006 work got underway on our new Clinical Neuroscience Centre on the site of 33 Queen Square. The new building is a joint development between the National Hospital and the Institute of Neurology. It will accommodate the Unit and its patients on the east side of Queen Square, in close proximity to hospital wards, imaging facilities, operating theatres and the intensive care unit. The Unit moved to the new Centre in June 2008 and occupies the whole of the second floor.

PhD
Dr Steve Tisch was awarded his PhD on the effect of DBS in dystonia, entitled “Neuroplasticity following pallidal stimulation for dystonia” in August 2007. His examiners Dr Bain (Charring Cross Hospital, London) and Professor Krack (Grenoble) approved the Thesis.

COLLABORATIONS
The Unit has a close collaboration with other research groups in the Sobell department and has established collaboration on various research projects with several departments at IoN (Neuroradiology, headache and pain, Neuropathology, Neuropsychiatry) as well as external collaborations with Hammersmith Hospital (PET studies), Universities of Birmingham (Tourette DBS) and Oxford (DBS in depression), Swedish universities of Umea (neurosurgery for neuropsychiatric illnesses, PPN DBS, –all of which have obtained local Swedish ethical committee permissions and are financed–), Lund (cell therapy for PD) and Linkoeping (studies of electrical fields of DBS), University of Malta (accuracy and cadaver studies), Netherlands University in Groningen and UCLA (studies of targeting and trajectory accuracies), CIREN in Havana, Cuba, and Department of Neurology, Pamplona, Spain (neuropsychology studies in thalamotomy patients), as well as links with Industry.

TEACHING AND CONFERENCES
All members of the Unit contribute frequently to teaching activity on site, including supervising MSc students, as well as invited faculty to national and international meetings, conferences and workshops. Additionally, the Unit has regular visitors from abroad,
neurologists, neurosurgeons and medical students who spend various amount of times observing and learning.

**RESEARCH STRATEGY**

The research strategy of the Unit of Functional Neurosurgery is **clinical and patient-centred**. Its general and ultimate objective is to improve further the outcome of Functional Neurosurgery and the quality of life of our patients. Our approach is multidisciplinary and involves neurology, neurosurgery, neuropsychology, neurophysiology, neuropsychiatry and neurogenetics.

Our principle research aims are fourfold:
- To better understand how DBS works and what it affects;
- To improve the imaging and targeting of existing brain targets;
- To expand DBS to the treatment of more disorders of the brain;
- To evaluate novel surgical and non-surgical therapies which do not involve electrical brain stimulation.

Below follow projects that are ongoing or in preparation:

**§. Accuracy of image guided functional stereotaxis and accuracy of stereotactic targeting using higher Tesla MRIs as well as interventional MRI**

**§. Pathophysiology of brain plasticity in Parkinson’s and dystonia**

1) The relationship between candidate genetic polymorphisms, the development of dyskinesias in PD and the response to DBS (measured clinically and using fMRI and rTMS).
2) Pathophysiology of speech and brain plasticity in PD and dystonia.

**§. Neuropsychology: current research strategies focus on 5 main issues:**

1) Investigation of cognitive safety of surgical therapy.
2) Surgical therapy as a method of gaining access to or modulating the function of deep brain structures such as the STN or GPi and investigating their role in movement, cognition and emotion.
3) Modulatory influence of dopamine on response selection under conflict and learning.
4) Application of experimental findings to improve motor function eg investigation of virtual reality glasses as a mobility aid in PD.
5) Impact of movement disorders on psychosocial functioning and quality of life of patients, carers and children and how surgical interventions influence these

**§. Clinical trials involving new DBS applications and new brain targets for DBS**

1) Multicentre (UK) study for DBS for Tourette’s syndrome,
2) European Multicentre study (Queen Square only UK centre) of subgenual cingulum DBS for depression,
3) Posteromedial hypothalamic DBS for cluster headache,
4) PPN DBS in Parkinson’s disease.

**§. Clinical trials involving existing therapy**

1) PD Surg multicentre UK study of surgery versus medical treatments.
2) Pallidal DBS in Dystonia
3) Pallidal DBS in pediatric populations
4) Intraduodenal delivery of levodopa in a European multicentre trial
§. Cell therapies for advanced Parkinson’s disease
1) Gene therapy (Neurturin), Multicenter European phase II trial, as only UK center,
2) Encapsulated cell therapy delivering GDNF collaboration with Lund, Lausanne, Margburg, supported by the MJF
3) Collaboration UK, Sweden, Germany, US, Canada. Phase I/II clinical trial to validate an optimised protocol for dopamine cell transplantation in patients with moderately severe Parkinson’s Disease (PD). Submitted MJF

ONGOING AND SUBMITTED GRANTS (2007 onwards)

2008-2009: WELLCOME Equipment Grant  Title: A multi-user facility for analysis of large-volume movements for investigation of motor control processes in health and disease (Professor Hariz Co-Applicant with Prof Brian Day): £192 950

2008-2009 (Hariz) SWEDISH PD Society: Studies of PPN DBS in PD: SEK 50,000

2008-2009: (Hariz) Dept of Clinical Neuroscience, University of Umea: Studies of capsulotomy for OCD: SEK 12,000

2007-2010: County Council of Västerbotten, Sweden: Novel applications of DBS in movement disorders and neuropsychiatry SEK 2,610,000 (Prof Hariz Co applicant with Prof Forsgren and Dr Blomstedt)


2006-2008 Effective target volume from DBS and RF electrodes for functional neurosurgery – theoretical and experimental analysis. The Swedish Research Council. Co-Applicants: Prof M Hariz and Prof Karin Waardell (Univ of Linköping, Sweden) 1,800,000 SEK

2005-2007. Improving the accuracy and efficiency of surgical implantation of therapeutic DBS electrodes: Intra-operative use of local field potentials to identify the subthalamic nucleus. DANA Foundation Clinical Neuroscience Research Grant: Prof P Brown Co-Applicants: Prof M Hariz and Dr P Magill. $136,000


2006-2008 (Prof Jahanshahi) Career Development Fellowship for Dr Leonora Wilkinson. Parkinson’s Disease Society, UK £103,366
2007-2009 (Prof Jahanshahi) Fellowship for Ignacio Obeso, from Fondacion Caja Madrid, 42672 Euros

2008-2010. (Dr Limousin) - Parkinson’s disease Society pump priming for Movement disorder speech therapist Clinical Specialist position for 2 years £ 64,953 (year1) £ 68,099 (year 2)

2005-2010 NIH-Medtronic Joint Study “Neural Control of Movement and Posture” £95,000 (Dr Limousin co-applicant, principal applicant Dr Corcos)

2006-2008 Role of cortical plasticity in deep brain stimulation for primary and secondary dystonia. Action Research (Dr Limousin co-applicant, principal applicant Pr Rothwell) £175,000

2005-2010. STN Stimulation – Neural control of movement and posture. Medtronic. Dr Limousin Co-applicant: Prof J Rothwell $175,000

2006-2009 A therapeutic approach to freezing in Parkinson’s disease. MRC project grant. Dr Limousin Co-applicant: Dr B Day £309,588

2005-2008 (Dr Limousin) Impact of Deep Brain Stimulation on speech in patients with Parkinson’s disease. Project Grant from the Parkinson’s Disease Society £99,698

2006-2008 (Dr Limousin) Quantification of the effect of stimulation parameter adjustment in PD. Rosetrees Trust. £10000

2004-2009. Encapsulated GDNF-producing cells for neuroprotection in Parkinson’s disease, Michael J Fox Foundation, $ 130 214 for this site (Dr Limousin co-applicant, coordinating principal applicant Pr Lindvall)

April 2007-March 2008. (Dr Limousin)European Federation for Neurological Societies Fellowship. 19200 Euros to support research fellow Dr Matinez Torres

2008-2009. (Dr Limousin) Fellowship for Graduated Courses in Universities and Colleges, Fundacion Caja Madrid to support research fellow Dr Matinez Torres. 16800 euros

Dr Limousin contributed to the successful application of UCLH/UCL to become a Biomedical Research Center (2006) and to capital bid of the Biomedical Research Center £ 30.000 toward new stereotactic frame for the Unit of Functional Neurosurgery (2007)

SUBMITTED Grant applications

(Tom Foltynie): Genetic influences on neuroplasticity in Parkinson's disease, dyskinesias, and response to deep brain stimulation. MRC New Investigator Research grant -Support requested £356 640

(Tom Foltynie): The influence of functional genetic polymorphisms on dyskinesia development in Parkinson’s disease and response to deep brain stimulation..CLINICAL
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE-Fast track application. Support requested £30405

(Tom Foltynie): Genetic polymorphisms, dyskinesia risk and response to DBS in Parkinson’s disease Parkinson’s disease society- Innovation Grant - support requested £14 815

PAPERS (PUBLISHED, IN PRESS, or ACCEPTED, January 2007-August 2008)


Hariz MI, Yelnik J: Un appel pour une revue critique et vraiment rigoureuse de la littérature. Mouvements 2007; 8: 3-4

Hariz MI. Thalamic stimulation does not involve a high rate of suicide. Mov Disord. 2008 Jun 25;23(11):1626

Hariz MI: Psychosurgery, deep brain stimulation, and the re-writing of history. Neurosurgery, in press


BOOK CHAPTERS

Foltynie T, Michell A, and Barker RA. Parkinson,s disease. Book Chapter.


Jones C, Jahanshahi M. The substantia nigra, the basal ganglia, dopamine and temporal processing. In Di Giovanni G, Di Matteo, Esposito E. (Editors) Birth, life and death of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra. In Press


